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NEW RELEASES NO. 13 – 2019 
             
75 Dollar Bill: I Was Real 
GBCD 74 / € 10,45 / 4030433607428 / label: tak:til – Glitterbeat / format: CD / USA – Instrumental 
GBLP 74 / € 19,95 / 4030433607411 / label: tak:til – Glitterbeat / format: 2LP / USA – Instrumental 

Instrumentation expanded, palette widened and canvas doubled. The third album from these acclaimed 
NYC mainstays adds concise rockers, fuller orchestrations and mysterious textures to the band's long, deep 
grooves and microtonal tunings. Having emerged as a vibrant musical force with their previous album 
'Wood/Metal/Plastic/Pattern/Rhythm/Rock' (GBCD 47 / GBLP 47), 75 Dollar Bill have spent the last few 
years bringing their music to new places and people with their dedication to performance in venues of all 
shapes and sizes. The fruits of this work can be heard here on their expansive new album ‘I Was Real’. The 
record is enhanced by the presence of eight additional players in various combinations over its nine tracks - 
but also shows off the duo's strength when stripped down to the core. Listen to a track. 

             
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak 
FA 4242 / € 12,45 / 5998048542420 / label: Fono / format: CD / Serbia – Balkan-Brass 

Boban Markovic's Orkestar new album ‘Mrak’ has expanded in size and mood as a good Balkan party with 
its unforgettable culmination and sadness. A selection that is both traditional and current at the same time, 
familiar and alien, harsh and restrained. The music was made in the extremely dense concert season of 
2018: the band had toured a lot, and sometimes some very long and tiring breaks between the concerts 
gave better music ideas, and the team enjoyed the minutes of waiting. But the music was also on the band 
bus! There was a time when all handheld musical instruments came out and the bus journey turned into an 
orchestra rehearsal. Listen to a track. 

             
Meybahar: Abyss 
FA 4292 / € 10,95 / 5998048542925 / label: Fono / format: CD / Greece-Hungary – Asia Minor 

Meybahar leads us through the roots of the Aegean-Sea and the Little Asian cultures. On their first album, 
Meybahar hides the melodies of diverse traditions, the melodies are directly inspired by the Greek and 
Turkish musical heritage, as well as the original compositions presented by Meybahar, together with the 
exciting world of percussion instruments, clearly referring to Indian mysticism. The band is Marilia Pilti from 
Greece, playing a relative of the Hungarian cimbalom and Marton Kopcsik from Hungary, violin, and a self-
developed piano. The beat of the band comes from David Krolikowski's (Hungary) percussion instruments, 
Varga Merse's (Hungary) framed drum, Peter Takacs (Hungary) on tabla in a rarely heard fusion of the 
Middle Eastern hand percussion technique and the rich Indian rhythm tradition.  
             
Robert Lakatos & Rev: Reveteg 
FA 4322 / € 12,45 / 5998048543229 / label: Fono / format: CD / Hungary – Folk 

Inspired by previous theatrical works, Robert Lakatos created his fourth album of the Rev band after five 
years. There are tunes that have been played in the National Theater and at the Dezso Fitos Company, all 
of which were, of course, adapted to the image of the Rev band. The album also features music that he 
wanted to play in a truly authentic form. Such is the first track, which is a kind of anthology of highland folk 
music. Famous highland folk songs in the musical stream, traveling across the whole area: from Bodrogkoz 
in eastern Slovakia to Hungary. On one track he plays a Slovak songs collected by Bela Bartok in a special 
composition that recalls the music of the 60s. This music is energetic, full of interesting harmonics. Listen. 

             
Enrico Fink & Orchestra Multietnica Di Arezzo: Occident Express 
MASOCD 99143 / € 9,45 / 8012957991432 / label: Materiali Sonori / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

This album is an independent road full of surprises and suggestions, between song and contemporary 
score, between world music and experimentation, electronics and improvisation. Enrico Fink built an original 
composition around the ways and rhythms of the Mediterranean and Eastern European musical traditions. 
Both a timeless epic and a tale of today, it is a musical tale that includes more ethnic sounds alongside 
elaborations of ambient sounds, moments of pure acoustics alongside incursions of electronic music. The 
Multiethnic Orchestra's many years of experience have been combined in this compositions, including a 
string trio and a rhythmic section of acoustic rock, instruments of different origins such as, Greek, and a 
series of percussion instruments from the Middle East. Listen to a track. 

 

https://youtu.be/d41_RKWvqKw
https://youtu.be/rp6iZCXrSVE
https://youtu.be/NrXQGzdoci8
https://soundcloud.com/enrifink/notte
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Bob Corn: Songs Of The Line 
MASOCD 99144 / € 9,45 / 8012957991449 / label: Materiali Sonori / format: CD / Italy – Folk-Rock 

Tiziano Sgarbi aka Bob Corn is a sort of "spiritual father" of a good part of the independent and alternative 
scene in Italy. Founder of the band "grunge" Fooltribe (which later became the brand of his productions) and 
organizer of the festival "Music in the valleys". He interprets his music as he interprets his life. He is a folk-
rock singer, a minimalist. Writes and sings his songs in English, speaking of inner feelings and what 
happens in the world. He has travelled and played all over Europe and the States with his little guitar and 
his great stories, like a poet. "Songs of the line" is his fifth album. Listen. 

             
Ales Cesarini feat. Payoh Soul Rebel: Dandelion 
YOUKALI 169 / € 9,95 / 7713042413402 / label: Youkali Music / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

Ales Cesarini's project is an amalgam of styles coming from the union of the musical concerns of its 
members. Baptiste Bailey's taste for impressionist music on the piano, the fusion of World Music and 
Mozarabic rhythms of David Gadea on percussion, minimalist Jazz and Roots Rock Reggae in Ales 
Cesarini's bass line and the mix between Soul, Dancehall and Funk in the voice and lyrics of Payoh Soul 
Rebel, give shape to the personal sound of this quartet wrapped by the mastery and patience of Javier 
Vercher on the sax and the controls of the recording in his evocative studio of Pannonica Vintage. The 
album is immersed in a minimalist atmosphere that navigates between the warm Caribbean atmospheres of 
the island of Jamaica and the solemnity of French impressionist music through Rhythm & Blues or African 
tribal rhythms. Listen to a track. 

             
Trinidad Montero “La Trini”: Confesiones De Una Diva 
YOUKALI 168 / €9,95 / 7713042413259 / label: Youkali Music / format: CD / Spain – Copla-Flamenco 

The voice of La Trini (Trinidad Montero, Córdoba, 1979) sounds like a mixture of lime and sand. On one 
side it scratches and on the other it caresses. It is not an imposed or forced singing, but tempered and 
modelled by emotion. And with a mixture of tension and serenity, which, like ying and yang, makes clear 
that duality between bitter and sweet. Her strong bass and her ease of modulation talk of an outstanding 
artist, capable of facing the most eclectic challenges. In fact, a taste for boleros, copla, jazz or flamenco 
refers to that Mediterranean affiliation in which companions such as Concha Buika, Martirio or Pastora Soler 
also sail. Listen. 
             
Whyte: Tairm 
WN 22 / € 10,95 / 0880992155748 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Electronic Folk 

Whyte infuse Gaelic song – original and traditional – with the newest techniques in electronica. With an 
interpretation and direction described as being “important for Scottish music in general and Gaelic in 
particular”, their unique sound has been described as “achingly beautiful” (fRoots), “moody and alluring” 
(Songlines) and “wonderfully evocative” (Scots Whay Hae!). The duo comprises electronic composer, 
musician Ross Whyte (Aberdeenshire) and Gaelic singer, songwriter Alasdair C. Whyte (Isle of Mull). The 
album’s title, ‘Tairm’, is a Gaelic word which can be translated as ‘echo’ or ‘gathering summons’. ‘Tairm’ 
features a collection of original Gaelic songs, new arrangements of traditional Gaelic songs and 
instrumental works. Listen to a track. 

             
The Sensational Jimi Shandrix Experience: Foxy Laddie 
CDBAR 33 / € 9,45 / 5060131890555 / label: Brechin All Records / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

The Sensational Jimi Shandrix Experience are frequent guests of St. Andrews Societies and Caledonian 
Clubs around the globe, as well as being ever-popular at home. They are regular headliners at ‘Edinburgh’s 
Hogmanay’, the largest street party in the world, and the Edinburgh International Festival Fringe. The band 
have toured all over the Highlands and Islands, the central belt, England, Ireland and Wales. The second 
album from Scotland’s coolest electric ceilidh band. All your favourite ceilidh dances, played with 
unprecedented energy and finesse. A joy to dance to and also a great listen. Featuring some of the best 
players from Edinburgh’s folk scene.  

             
The Sandy Brechin Trio: Polecats And Dead Cats 
CDBAR 37 / € 9,45 / 5060131890579 / label: Brechin All Records / format: CD / Scotland-Sweden-Folk 

In the autumn of 2014, Jimmy met Sandy in Edinburgh during one of his trips to Scotland, and the idea of 
Sandy, Jimmy and Christopher doing some concerts together arose, combining the Swedish way of playing 
harmonies with the Scottish tunes. This recording is the result of that, a mixture of Scottish and Swedish 
music, traditional and contemporary. Swinging sets from Scotland and Sweden! - The Sandy Brechin Trio is  
launching their first album "Polecats and Dead Cats". You are invited to a world of smashing Scottish reels 
and jigs with a touch of the intricately Swedish polska. This is dynamic folk music at its best. Teaser. 

             
Thom Artway: All I Know 
9561996 / € 13,95 / 0190295619961 / label: Indies Scope / format: CD / Czech Republic – Popular 

Thom Artway is one of the most famous singer-songwriters in the Czech Republic. He began his career as 
Maček, as Artway is actually called, as a street musician at the so-called John Lennon Wall in Prague. A 
wall, which since the 1980s has been inspired by John Lennon graffiti and parts of Beatles lyrics.  Life as a 
street musician is not always easy. Wind, weather and  especially the audience can be unpredictable. But 
Artway learned  how to get his audience excited. With his unmistakable voice and his feeling for great 
melodies he created the new album "All I Know" with his Folk-Pop-Songs always captivating with catchy 
melodies and  it remind us of bands like Coldplay and Mumford & Sons. Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/9R6CAbJu4Uc
https://youtu.be/H3-LUYt98rs
https://youtu.be/merSfxptxYM
https://soundcloud.com/whytetheband/tairm
https://youtu.be/jK-Va45xvyM
https://youtu.be/nuECQYRezGI
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Kafka Band: Amerika 
2664503 / € 10,95 / 8595026645035 / label: Indies Scope / format: CD / Chech Republic – Popular 
2664504 / € 23,95 / 8595026645042 / label: Indies Scope / format: LP / Czech Republic – Popular 

In the Czech Republic, the Kafka band around singer and illustrator Jaromir 99 and author Jaroslav Rudis, 
both known not least for their graphic novel "Alois Nebel" and its film adaptation, have long enjoyed cult 
status. They have gathered some of the country's most renowned musicians around them, members of 
leading bands such as Priessnitz or Tata Bojs, to transform literature into sound and rhythm. After the album 
"Das Schloss" the band was again inspired by a work by Franz Kafka and set his novel fragment "Amerika" 
to music in twelve songs. Compared to "Das Schloss", the sound has become cooler, more mechanical, 
synthetic sounds, vocoders and electronic drums get more space.  
 

EXPECTED 
             
Gili Yalo: Made In Amharica (EP) (Out on Friday July 12

th
, 2019) 

DSR 3 / € 6,95 / 4015698912975 / label: Dead Sea Recordings / format: CD-EP / Ethiopia – Popular 
DSRLP 3 / € 11,95 / 4015698468786 / label: Dead Sea Recordings / format: LP-EP / Ethiopia – Popular 

After a big success of his first album released last year, Gili Yalo comes back with his new release. 
Ethiopian origin, Israeli artist – Gili Yalo brings together more than two musical worlds this time. The EP 
tracks reflect the cooperation between Gili Yalo and Dallas based musicians in the high-end vintage 
equipped recording studios of Niles City Sound Studio in Fort Worth's South Main. The EP consists of 4 
songs – in English and Amharic. The title of the EP is a word play. Amharic is a language of Ethiopian 
people. Gili Yalo combines modern definition of Ethiopian roots, strong funky and jazzy influences with a 
deep soul feeling. Made in Amharica is something more – soul and RnB flavour of his music got strengthen 
by American musicians, production team and the best sounding analogue vintage sound equipment. Listen. 

             
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna (Out on Friday July 19

th
, 2019) 

CLECD 25 / € 9,95 / 0711574881826 / label: Clermont music / format: CD / Mali – Popular 
CLELP 25 / € 17,45 / 0711574881819 / label: Clermont Music / format: LP / Mali – Popular 

Oumar Konate's brilliant new studio album 'I Love You Inna' was recorded in Bamako Mali during the Spring 
of 2018. A superstar in Mali, Oumar can be found every weekend playing in nightclubs, concert halls, and 
on festival stages across that country. He can shred like no other on electric guitar and at the same time 
make you cry. This album features on bass long-time collaborator Dramane Toure, former lead guitarist for 
the late great Khaira Arby, and on percussion power-house drummer Makan Camara. Oumar invited other 
friends into the sessions to add their unique perspective to the project. Sometimes jubilant, sometimes 
angry, Oumar reflects the mood of young people in Mali today. His songs range from love songs to dance 
anthems to ballads. Listen to a track. 

             
Oum: Daba (Out on Friday August 30

th
, 2019) 

MDC 16 / € 10,95 / 5051083147217 / label: LOF Music-Music Development Company / format: CD / Morocco – Popular 

Moroccan of Saharan origin, Oum immediately imposes her impressive blend of power and sensitivity. With 
her sensual voice, she explores the diversity of Moroccan music, tinged with soul, Gnawa and Hassani 
rhythms. Inspired by the music of her country but also by Africa in general and by jazz, she reveals a moving 
personality, sincere, committed and develops a light musical universe in which her Sahrawi origins are 
reflected. After the resounding success of Soul Of Morocco, which has seduced music lovers around the 
world, Oum delivers with Zarabi a performance of a whole new dimension.Now she releases her third album 
'Daba', this new album evokes a plural Morocco, where the desert borders palm groves and green plains. 
Oum's assertive voice, between piercing high notes and light choirs, makes emotions oscillate as you listen, 
like an olive branch sometimes caressed by a gentle breeze, sometimes hung to pick the fruit. Listen here. 

             
Equus: Tailwind Home (Out on Friday July 26

th
, 2019) 

EM 2019 / € 9,95 / 0793591434193 / label: Equus Music / format: CD / Australia – Overtone Singing 

Equus are a gathering of four musicians of very diverse musical and cultural backgrounds. Their debut 
album Dakshin Khun (EM 2013) focuses on the traditional music of Mongolia. The second release from 
Equus, 'Tailwind Home' represents a more diverse fusion of musical styles, with original compositions, as 
well as Traditional Mongolian and Turkish music in a contemporary setting. Combining elements of 
Mongolian folk song, throat singing, Mediterranean strings, with shades of contemporary fusion and jazz and 
blues. Joined by well known Blue Mountains musicians John Robinson (Oud, Turkish Baglama) and Peter 
Kennard (Percussion), as well as Double bass extraordinaire Bertie McMahon. This music is about 
meetings, of people and traditions, and of musics.  Equus is a bold, imaginative music project that succeeds 
in the formation of an entirely new sound. Listen. 

             
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse (Out on Friday August 30

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 79 / € 10,45 / 4030433607923 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: CD / Slovenia – Imaginary Folk 
GBLP 79 / € 13,45/ 4030433607916 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: LP / Slovenia – Imaginary Folk 

The three members of the band – Ana Kravanja, Samo Kutin and Iztok Koren – are gently fending off any 
question that attempts to reduce their music to type. ‘Imaginary folk’ is Samo’s preferred description, but the 
word ‘preferred’ is doing some heavy lifting here. You get the sense that the band don’t much care for labels. 
‘It’s also good not to know everything,’ he says. ‘We don’t want to play something that sounds like it already 
exists.’ (Although fans of psych, outernational field recordings, folk horror, Don Cherry’s Organic Music 
Society, Rileyesque minimalism or mutant country might find a home, however fleeting, in Širom’s world.)  

https://soundcloud.com/deadsearecordings/gili-yalo-sew-lesew
https://soundcloud.com/clermontmusic/oumar-konate-ni-tchilla-sibara
https://youtu.be/kPhmYeUAklc
https://soundcloud.com/equusmusic/10-khukhu-nanjil?in=equusmusic/sets/equus-music
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Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Mokoomba: Luyando            OH 30 / OHLP 30 
2. Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless                              FXCD 457 
3. Park Jiha: Philos          GBCD 77 / GBLP 77 
4. Riccardo Del Fra: Chet Visions - A Sip Of Your Touch & My Chet Song     CR 28687 
5. Kudsi Erguner: La Melancolie Royale              2GN 9 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                            June 2019 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless  FXCD 457 
Refugees For Refugees: Amina                     MP 11 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba: Miri                  OHCD 32 / oHLP 32 
Alim Qasimov & Michel Godard        BUDA 860347 
Waed Bouhassoun: Safar       BUDA 6764181 
Ifriqiyya Electrique: Laylet El Booree             GBCD 70 / GBLP 70 
Gaiteiros De Lisboa: Bestiario   UGURU 6031145 
Kel Assouf: Black Tenere              GBCD 68 / GBLP 68 
Kanazoe Orkestra: Tolonso       BUDA 7748082 
Hama Sankare: Niafunke          CLECD 24 / CLELP 24 
Equus: Tailwind Home                 EM 2019 
Oratnitza: Alter Ethno                MK 57762 
Arifa: Secret Poetry                MUNDUS 2019555 
World Music Charts Europe                            June 2019 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless FXCD 457 
Babra: Babra                   FA 4282 
Refugees For Refugees: Amina                    MP 11 
 
 

Espanje                                   #2 April-June 2019 
La Banda Del Pand: Rumba Bastarda                  KM 618 
Alicia Gil: Corral De Los Judios             DCM 2117 
Lust for Life                                    #91 2019 
Diali Cissokho & Kaira Ba    TERCD 6146532 
Ifriqiyya Electrique: Laylet El Booree            GBCD 70 / GBLP 70 
Various: Nostalgique Kongo        BUDA 860339 
Muziek Mozaïek Folk & Jazz       March-April-May 2019 
Elmoe og Hoffmann: Vandkanten                 GO 718 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin: Karin   MP 10 
Ljom: Stundom               FXCD 438 
Habadekuk: Mollevit                  GO 617 
Vesselil: Vesselil                 GO 1318 
Jazzism                                                        2019 
Ammar 808: Maghreb United             GBCD 60 / GBLP 60 
Vivalda Dula: Dula              DULA 2018 
Maria Emilia: Casa De Fado               PGB 7022 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin: Karin    MP 10 
Ustad Saami: God Is Not A Terrorist                GBCD 67 / GBLP 67 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba: Miri                 OH 32 / OHLP 32

LIVE 
Amparanoia (Via Lactea) 
28/06/2019: Feest in ’t Park, Brugge (B) 
30/06/2019: Couleur Cafe, Brussels (B) 
Arifa (Mundus Productions) 
06/09/2019: Pas Festival, Maastricht (NL) 
22/09/2019: Helende Geluiden, Haarlem (NL) 
18/10/2019: Toonzaal: Den Bosch (NL) 
01/12/2019: Jazz Inverdan, Zaandam (NL) 
25/01/2020: De Regentes, Den Haag (NL) 
Baba Zula (Glitterbeat Records) 
28/06/2019: Genk On Stage, Genk (B) 
30/06/2019: Copacabana Festival, Ghent (B) 
BCUC (Buda Musique) 
29/06/2019: Couleur Cafe, Brussels (B) 
30/08/2019: Into The Great Wide Open, Vlieland (NL) 
Bernard Orchestar (Coucou) 
30/08/2019: Sauveniere, Liege (B) 
07/09/2019: Nacht van de Kaap, Rotterdam (NL) 
Chicos Y Mendez (own label) 
23/08/2019: Les Solidarites, Namur (B) 
Fanna-Fi-Allah (Buda Musique) 
03/08/2019: Esperanzah, Floreffe (B) 
Gaye Su Akyol (Glitterbeat Records) 
28/06/2019: Copacabana Festival, Gent (B) 
29/06/2019: Mandala Festival, Wanroij (NL) 
Harouna Samake (One World Music) 
06/07/2019: Afrika Festival Hertme (NL) 
Hector Guerra (Kasba) 
12/07/2019: Afro Latino Festival, Bree (B) 
Ifriqiyya Electric (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/12/2019: M4, Brussels (B) 
Kel Assouf (Glitterbeat Records) 
27/07/2019: Zwart Goud, Maasmechelen (B) 
King Ayisoba (Makkum Records/Glitterbeat Records) 
21/07/2019: Welcome To The Village, Leeuwarden (NL) 
Liraz: (Dead Sea Recordings) 
07/07/2019: Amsterdam Roots Festival, Amsterdam (NL) 
Mahsa Vahdat (Kirkelif Kulturverksted) 
21/07/2019: Welcome To The Village, Leeuwarden (NL) 
Maria Emilia (PG Booking) 
06/12/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
07/12/2019: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
Marina Cedro (Tango 33) 
13/07/2019: Les Grignoux, Liege (B) 
18/07/2019: Francofolies de Spa (B) 
04/10/2019: Cite Miroir, Liege (B) 
31/10/2019: CC de Saint Georges sur Meuse (B) 

Mokoomba ( Outhere Records – Igloo Records) 
13/07/2019: North Sea Jazz, Rotterdam (NL) 
‘Ndiaz (Paker Prod) 
04/08/2019: Dranouter, Heuvelland (B) 
Nani - Noam Vazana (Nani Music) 
07/09/2019: Festival Pas, Maastricht (NL) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
26/02/2020: Philharmonie, Luxembourg (L) 
27/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
28/02/2020: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
Orkesta Mendoza (Glitterbeat Records) 
06/07/2019: Hoogtevrees Festival, Deventer (NL) 
14/07/2019: Festival op ’t Eiland, Nijmegen (NL) 
26/07/2019: Rotterdan Unlimited, Rotterdam (NL) 
27/07/2019: Pole Pole, Ghent (B) 
21/09/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Pixvae (Buda Musique) 
09/10/2019: Ancienne belgique, Brussels (B) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
13/07/2019: Brosella Folk & Jazz, Brussels (B) 
09/10/2019: De Spil, Roeselare (B) 
10/10/2019: CC De Factorij, Zaventem (B) 
09/11/2019: Sextet - Centre culturel de Verviers (B) 
07/01/2020: CC DE Brouckere, Torhout (B) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Surealistas (Materiali Sonori) 
30/06/2019: Copacabana, Sint-Amandsberg (B) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
01/09/2019: Basilique d’Avioth (B) 
28/09/2019: CC Blegny, Blegny (B) 
22/11/2019: CC Escale du Nord, Brussels (B) 
23/11/2019: Centre Culturel Braives-Burdinne, Braives (B) 
Toko Telo (Anio Records) 
07/07/2019: Afrikafestival, Hertme (NL) 
19/07/2019: Wonderfeel Festival, Hilversum (NL) 
09/10/2019: Theater Tilburg, Tilburg (NL) 
10/10/2019: Bozar, Brussles (B) 
13/10/2019: Theater Heerlen, Heerlen (NL) 
19/10/2019: Zuiderstrandtheater, The Hague (NL) 
Trupa Trupa (Glitterbeat Records) 
24/09/2019: Paard, The Hague (NL) 
Ustad Saami (Glitterbeat Records) 
09/11/2019: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin (Muziekpublique) 
19/10/2019: Sint Pieterskerk, Langdorp (B) 
06/12/2019: Salle Philharmonique, Liege (B)

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 
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